
Sonning U/15 104 All Out lost to Hurley U/15 105 for 5 by five wickets.  
 
On a sweltering summer evening, Hurley kept up their 100% league record, and with it securing the 
league title with a professional performance over Sonning. 
 
Having opted to bat, Sonning raced away to 34 off the first four overs, both openers benefited from 
an electric outfield. Green (3-0-8-2) made the early breakthrough, managing to find a good 
consistent length throughout his spell. The ever developing Kuncher (3-1-10-1) again impressed, 
finding more swing than Carnaby Street in the 60s as Sonning began to subside - much like Su 
Ballard's brownies. 
 
Dawkins (4-0-15-1) learned from Pakistan's recent exploits, with a bouncer-full ball policy to account 
for Tomi (4), before Bussell entered the fray to dismantle any hopes of a competitive total with a 
Hurley season's best of 5-8 from 3.3 overs. Bowling with the elegance of a swan (if they actually 
bowled) Alec confused a series of batsman, with some beautiful flight, bowling a succession 
of batsman, to impress those sheltering under the trees. At 70-9 and with the prospect of half time 
melon awaiting, last man Sanjoth (25) gave Sonning something to cheer with an exciting innings to 
boost the total to a still below par 104. 
 
In response, Hurley got off to the worst possible start as Calliss fell first ball to a perfectly pitched 
delivery. 
 
Howell (10) teamed up with Green (43) for an enterprising second wicket partnership, Howell 
connecting with some fine Brian Lara-esque clips, whilst Green dispatched the poor ball to the 
boundary and drove with authority.  
 
After a few close scares, Howell fell to a direct hit to leave the match evenly poised at 40-2 off 7 
overs. However, Patrick (26*) entered the fray, driving the ball crisply through the covers, in addition 
to some meaty clips through the leg side to put Hurley in a position of dominance. Green fell 
unluckily short of a retirement, as Sonning showed good composure in the field with some sound 
catching. Despite the loss of MOM Bussell (9) and Ballard (4), Patrick was able to see Hurley home to 
a comfortable victory with more than three overs to spare. 
 
Thanks to support from parents and Phil for umpiring. 
 
League table: 
 
http://berkshireycl.play-cricket.com/website/websites/view_division?id=66792 
 
Coaches MOM: Alec Bussell  
Parents MOM: Jude Green 
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